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EMPTY CAPACITY PROGRAM FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Pacer Stacktrain is, again, expecting a strong demand for domestic containers in Southern
California to meet this year’s peak season shipping requirements. Due to this strong
demand we will once again offer an Empty Program in an effort to meet as many of the
capacity needs during this period as we possibly can. To improve this program and make
it more user friendly, Pacer will no longer require IMC’s to arrange the movement of
these empty containers as we have in the past. Pacer Stacktrain will move available
empty equipment from any surplus locations as long as the demand under this program
supports it and make these boxes available at Becker Yard or at Container Care inspected
and in good order. IMC’s will no longer need to deal with the issues of timing the transit
to their needs, rail storage issues, or equipment in bad order status. There is no guarantee
or volume commitment, as the program will be driven based on available surplus
capacity. We will proactively reposition surplus equipment to Becker Yard and Container
Care, where we will then make the container available on the following day. Pacer
Stacktrain will require a fax authorization to bill the mty’s as requested.
Pacer Stacktrain will offer this available capacity to the IMC at a cost of $425 per
container regardless of size. Pacer Stacktrain will require a fax authorization to bill
available containers that are requested, fax requests should be sent to 714-429-7097.
Billing of this equipment will be done weekly and will be based upon boxes actually
pulled out of Becker Yard or Container Care against the container release number
provided by our dispatch group from the fax authorization described above.
Pacer Stacktrain anticipates that this program will commence within the next two weeks
and will provide a one-day advance notice of the effective date of this program
If you would like additional information on this program to support your equipment need
please contact:
Sylvia Garcia (714) 429-7142

Eva Wong

(714) 429-7141

